
 

 
 

EXPRESS ASSUMPTION OF RISK/RELEASE OF LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE 
    This equipment rental agreement is made between the undersigned as Lessee(the “Lessee”) and I  

     Paolo Sbardellini owner Ligurent (the “Lessor”) 
   

1. The Lessee hereby expressly assumes all risks, seen and unforseen, of operating any equipment subject to this lease agreement and 
hereby agrees not to sue the Lessor for negligence in the event the Lessee is injured in any way as a result of the operation of this 

equipment. 
2. The Lessee acknowledges that the operation of the equipment subject to this lease includes the possibility of accidental injury or 
death to operation in hazardous travel conditions which may be present at the time of use which include, but are not limited to ruts, 
potholes, gravel, sand, slippery roads due to oil and/or water, animals and/or other traffic and the Lessee hereby agrees to assume the 
risk of any injuries resulting from the above named hazards encountered while operating the equipment in question. These rental 

products may include recreational vehicles which carry a passenger. It is understood that the passenger agrees to assist the driver with 
the safe use of the vehicle and agrees not to jeopardize the safe operation. 
3. Lease of equipment. The Lessor hereby agrees to rent to the Lessee, and the Lessee hereby agrees to rent from the Lessor, the 
equipment specified below (collectively the “Equipment”) upon the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement. 
4. Fees and conditions of Equipment. The Lessee shall pay all charges set forth below and return the Equipment at the time 
designated by the Lessor and in the same conditions when possession of the equipment was delivered by the Lessor to the Lessee. The 
Lessor reserves the right to charge late or damage fees to the credit card of the Lessee. In the event that only one Lessee provides 

identification and signs this Agreement and there are multiple users of the rental equipment, that signature shall accept complete 
responsability for those additional Lessees, according to this contract. This responsability shall also extend to the party that has paid for 

charges with a credit card In case of late debits or damages, the party accepts full responsibility for the payment of the obligations of 
any other tenant towards the owner and agrees to allow the owner to charge additional costs to his credit card or credit card provided by 
the tenant at the time of signing the contract. 

The customer having driving license foreign / non-Community must acquaint themselves with the validity of the same on the Italian 
territory. The customer, therefore, assume all risk and liability in case of driving the vehicle with no valid driver's license on the Italian 
territory. 
5.  The Lessee is authorized to use the equipment only within the State of Italy. 
6. Sole Use. The Lessee shall be the sole and exclusive user of the equipment. The Lessee acknowledges and agrees that the Lessor 
may bring a charge of fraudulent conveyance against the Lessee if anyone other than the Lessee uses or operates the equipment. 
7. Minors. If the user of the equipment is to be a minor, the parent or legal guardian must also execute this Agreement as an additional 
Lessee. The parent or guardian agrees to be fully bound by the terms of this Agreement as a party hereto, and to undertake the legal 
obligations hereof, including those imposed by the rental payment and indemnification provisions, by saving Lessor harmless from all 

injuries or injuries to himself/herself, or any minor child, third party or damage to any property whatsoever, including situations 
wherein any damage or injury is caused by Lessor’s own negligence in any way. 
8. Risk of Loss. The Lessee shall pay for all damages to or loss of the Equipment until the Equipment is returned to the Lessor’s 
possession. 
9. The Lessee including the parent of any minor permitted to rent the Equipment, shall be solely liable for and shall be indemnify and 
save harmless the Lessor from any and all property damage or personal injuries to self, passenger, and/or third parties arising from the 
use of the Equipment while under Lesse’s possession, control or operation. This release of liability and to save harmless and 

indemnification provision shall apply even if the negligence is due to the Lessor’s own negligence or the Lessor has contributed to the 
damage or injury in any way. 
10. Insurance Coverage. The rented motor vehicle is covered by civil liability insurance, which covers damage caused to third 

parties. On all vehicles (mopeds, scooters, maxi scooters,) the r.c.a insurance + theft and fire + Kasko is active. The customer 

declares to know, accept and undertake to comply with the conditions set out in the insurance policy. Only for damages on the 

vehicle, deriving from a fault with fault, the deductible of € 800 for 50cc and 125cc motorcycles, of € 1000 for motorcycles with 

an engine capacity from 150cc to 700cc. In the event of theft or fire, partial or total, the customer undertakes to report the fact 

immediately to the competent Authority and to deliver the original of the complaint to LGR no later than 24 hours after the 

fact. The rental fee, as established in this contract, is also due for the days of non-use of the motorcycle due to theft or fire, or for 

damages deriving from an accident with fault. Coverage is void in the event of total theft with failure to return the keys. 

11. Reposession. The Lessor reserves the right to repossess the equipment at any time should the Lessee violate any local and/or 
other regulations and laws dealing with the operation of the  equipment or any of the terms and conditions in this Agreement. 
12. Rights Upon Repossession. The Lessor may repossess the Equipment for improper operation as deemed by the Lessor, in its 
sole discretion, and there shall be no refund to the Lessee of amounts previously paid by the to the Lessor hereunder in the event of 

such repossession. 
The Lessor reserves the right to charge a fee for any delay on the return of the Equipment, equal to the daily amount of  the Equipment 
rental adding a 15% for the first week, and the 25% until the return of the vehicle or to the date when LIGURENT will repossess the 

Equipment. 
13. Fines and similar. The tenant is required to pay all penalties by the police / police. 
In case of non-delivery of the Equipment keys, caused by theft or  loss the Lessee will be charge the amount of  Euro 150,00. The non-
delivery of the original copy of the Registration Book of the scooter caused by theft or loss, will obligate the Lessee to sustain all the 
charges for the new Registration of the Equipment that would be around Euro 180,00 for scooters and around Euro 350,00 for bike. 
14. Payment. LIGURENT accepts cash or credit card as forms of payment. Such payment needs to be effected at the time of the pick-
up of the vehicle otherwise at the time of the return of the vehicle. 
15. Headings. The headings of this Agreement are for convenience only and shall not affect the meaning or interpretation of this 
Agreement. 



 
16. Governing Laws. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Italy. The 
parties hereto acknowledge and agree that the terms of this Agreement are binding under the state and local laws relating to the subject 
matter hereof. It is the intention of the Lessee by this Agreement to exempt and release LIGURENT, its agents, servants and/or 

employees and all related entities from all liability whatsoever for personal injury, property damage, or wrongful death caused by 
negligence of any party. I have fully informed myself of the contents of this document by reading it before I signed it on behalf of 

myself and/or my heirs. 

17. Fine/Sanction.In the event of a fine,the sum of  €15 will be requested/withdrawn for practical processing of verbal re-notification 
 

The undersigned hereby state that he or she is a competent user of the Equipment. 
 

MOTOR SCOOTER RULES: 
1 - All drivers must have a valid driver license to operate the scooter 
2 - Helmets are mandatory in the State of Italy. 
3 - All renters must be at least 18 years old. 

4 - Motor scooter operators must obey all traffic laws. 
5 - Do not ride scooters while under the influence of alcohol or drugs. 
6 - The motorcycle and maxiscooter are rented with a full tank and returned  with the same quantity of fuel , a refueling service of  € 

10.00 will  be charged in addition to the cost of the missing fuel. The rental price includes for each day,a maximum of 100 kilometers 
for maxi scooter, and 150 km for motorbike; for any additional kilometer it will be charged a fee € 0,25 cent cost per kilometre 
 

  Ligurent   (The Lessor)       City of residence - _________________________________ 

                                                                                                            
 

  Name -  ____________________________________________          Residence address - __________________________________              

 
 
                                       

  Credit card:  __________/__________/__________/__________    Expiration date:  _______/_______ 

 

 
  Payment:  Total - €   ____________                    Deposit - €  _____________          Credit card             Cash        

 

 
   Helmets n°_______                E.mail: _____________________________             Phone:  ____________________________________ 

 
 

 

  Vehicle plate   ____________________     Initial Kilometers - _____________  kilometres included ___________  Total -________ 
  
                                                                                                                                                   
  Rental period         Output vehicle -  ______________ am/pm     of  ________/_______/_________         FUEL - __________________ 
       

 
                                 Re-entry  vehicle - ______________ am/pm     of  ________/_______/_________ 
  
 

Signature (The Lessee)____________________________  

 

 

Applicability of Agreement . According to law 1341 , 1342 and 1469 ss. C.C. the Lessee acknowledges and agrees that he has read this 

agreement and understands all the terms and provisions contained herein ( starting from heading 1 to 16 ).In case of misunderstanding will 

prevail the Italian version of the contract. 

 

 

Signature (The Lessee ) ___________________________ 

 
 

According to the law 13 D.Leg 30/06/2003 n.196,I acknowledge and agree to authorized Paolo Sbardellini ,owner of  GM RENT 2,to the        

use of any information that could lead to the identification of my person exclusively with specific purposes related to the GM RENT 2 rental  

businnes. 
 

Signature (the Lessee ) ____________________________ 

 

 

                                                           www.ligurentnoleggio.com 
 


